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Engaging Readers for Grades 4-8

Education and Equality: Social Studies Readers is a series of six
engaging readers that explore the history and impact of education in the
United States. These readers are perfect for grades 4-8 and can be used to
supplement social studies instruction or as a stand-alone reading program.

Each reader in the series focuses on a different aspect of education and
equality, including:

The history of education in the United States

The role of education in the civil rights movement

The importance of equal access to education

The challenges facing education today
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The readers are written in a clear and engaging style, and they are
illustrated with historical photographs and documents. Each reader also
includes a glossary of terms and a discussion guide to help students
understand the content.

Education and Equality: Social Studies Readers is an essential
resource for any classroom that wants to teach students about the
importance of education and equality. These readers will help students to
understand the history of education in the United States, the role of
education in the civil rights movement, and the importance of equal access
to education. They will also help students to develop the critical thinking
skills they need to understand the challenges facing education today.

Benefits of Using Education and Equality: Social Studies Readers

Engages students in learning about the history and impact of
education in the United States

Helps students to understand the role of education in the civil rights
movement

Emphasizes the importance of equal access to education

Develops students' critical thinking skills

Includes a glossary of terms and a discussion guide to help students
understand the content

Free Download Your Copies Today

Education and Equality: Social Studies Readers is available now from
your favorite bookseller or online retailer. Free Download your copies today



and start teaching your students about the importance of education and
equality.

About the Author
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equality. She is also a member of the National Council for the Social
Studies.
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Unravel the Enigmatic Murders in "Pride and
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Dive into a World of Literary Intrigue Prepare to be captivated by "Pride
and Premeditation: Jane Austen Murder Mysteries," a captivating...
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